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This year, for our runway attire, we wanted to create 

a story revolving around different levels of formality 

for weddings and utilize a singular colour theme 

throughout. The colour theme that we chose was 

a combination of green and blue. From destination 

wedding attire, to black tie attire, to white tie attire, 

we wanted a unique show with unexpected looks 

that stand out on the runway.

Runway Looks



For the Travelling Groom

Destination weddings have been a growing trend. 

Many couples combine their wedding with a tropical 

getaway to share memories with their close friends 

and family. Rather than the common sand coloured 

linen suit, we wanted to show an eye catching pop 

of colour. This mint green wool & silk blend tuxedo 

is a stand out look for a destination wedding. The 

lightweight fabric will breathe in the hot weather and 

the silk will stand out in the sunlight. We paired it with 

a mint green silk ascot for a laid back, elegant style.

MINT GREEN WOOL &
SILK TUXEDO



For the English Gentleman

Tartan Plaid has a rich and elegant history in English 

tailoring. The fabric is seen countless times from 

the bespoke tailor shops on Savile Row to the high 

fashion runway looks of London Fashion Week. This 

beautiful Blackwatch Plaid Tuxedo is the perfect 

blend of traditional tailoring and modern fashion 

design. The elegant black satin lapel and black satin 

buttons create a harmonious look with the onyx bow 

tie and jet black swarovski crystal studs on the shirt.

DOUBLE BREASTED
BLACKWATCH PLAID TUXEDO



For the Sophisticated Groom

Velvet has a unique elegance and formality. 

Its rich history in formal wear dates back many 

centuries. We’ve created a deep teal velvet smoking 

jacket and paired it a blackwatch plaid vest for 

a contrasting, elegant look. The complimentary 

navy trousers allow the jacket to stand out as the 

centrepiece of the outfit, while allowing the deep teal 

tassel loafers to complete the look.

TEAL VELVET
SMOKING JACKET



For the Royal Wedding

Ever since the Royal Wedding, we have seen a rise in 

grooms looking for elegant white tie attire. With this 

unique runway look, we’ve taken a different approach 

to the traditional white tie look. The outstanding 

tailcoat is made using a midnight navy tonal jacquard 

fabric, creating a more fashion forward look. 

The midnight navy double breasted vest and trouser 

stay traditional and classic, allowing the tailcoat to 

stand out as the centrepiece of your white tie outfit.

MIDNIGHT NAVY
JACQUARD TAILCOAT
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